
Museum at Home Week 2 

A Teenager’s Shoes 2005  

We argued about the stilettos: Do you really want to spend so much of your money? Where will you 

wear them? You should wait till you’re older. How can you buy shoes without trying them on? I’ve 

never spent so much on a pair of shoes. 

But these arguments were no match for the prettiness of the shoes, the edgy logo, the charm of the 

name, the possibilities of outfits to create, places to go to, friends to impress. In the heady early days 

of internet browsing and online shopping, of course the shoes won. 

By contrast, a few months later, they came home from Exeter with Doc Martens, to a different 

response, from a father who told them he had worn some in his youth, and a mother who wished 

they were her size. 

Predictably, the boots were worn a good deal more than the Irregular Choice shoes, but both pairs 

lay abandoned in the wardrobe when they left for university. For everyday comfort, they developed 

a liking for stylish brogues. Young women queuing to go in to college balls wore long gowns with 

high heels to look glamourous as film stars on a red carpet, but carried flat ballet pumps in their 

evening bags in order to last the night. They went along with this dress code. 

I kept the shoes for their potential as still life subjects. Perhaps one day they will end up donated to 

the Northampton shoe museum. They certainly fulfil the criteria of June Swann, the original curator 

and a very early adopter of the trainers all day every day trend: good condition, provenance, original 

box. The only thing lacking is evidence of price, but it’s reasonable to assume from collective 

unreliable memory that it was less than I think and more than their owner would admit to. 

The boots I started to wear myself occasionally a few years ago (with socks, I haven’t grown). At fifty, 

I would have felt too old, as if I was trying too hard – at sixty it seemed fine, and if anyone was 

looking, I would just seem eccentric. 

When I made my first drawing I captioned it in the style of museum documentation repeated here:  

Pair of Irregular Choice stiletto-heeled shoes 2005 

Upper: black textile, with machine-embroidered pink and green flowers, trimmed pink leather and 

black lace. Lining: black leather. Insole: black leather. Heel: composite, covered black leather. Sole: 

pink composite. Shoe box labelled Irregular Choice Style No. 2424-24 Colour black Size 40. 

Pair of Dr Martens Air Cushion Soles boots 2005 

Upper: metallic purple leather. Insole: leather. Heel-tab: textile, woven ‘Air Wair with bouncing 

soles’. Sole stamped The Original Dr Martens air cushioned sole oil fat acid petrol alkali resistant. 

Tongue stamp 1460 size 8 UK. 

Interestingly, museum documentation would assign a gender. 
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